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PAVILION COURT LIMITED 

AHHlJAL GENERAL MEETING 
Saturday, 18th January 1997 

AGENDA 

2. RESOLU'l'IONS 

WELCOME & INTRODUCTION BY CHAIRMAN OF DIRECTORS 

ELECT! ON OF C!'_~.I P ..... If...U OF JlEETI HG 

3. PRESENTATION OF DIRECTORS' REPORT:-

3. * Preamble 

3. * Board Meetings & Co.pany Secretarial Matters 

4. * Directors' Particulars 

5. * Purchase of Freehold 

10. * Service Charges 

17. * Insurance 

17. * The Co.pany Records - by BEML 

19. - by Pavilion Court Ltd 

20. Other matters arising 

21. * SHARE REGISTER & CERTIFICATES 

22. * REGISTER OF CHARGES 

23. * CAPITAL WORKS 

23. CoDUiJ.unal Aerial 24. Entryphone 

24. CCTV 26. Weatherproofing 

25. Fire Detection & Emergency Lighting 

26. Damp Proof Course 

27. * MAl HTENAHCE & REPAI RS 

Agenda continued on P2 
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AGENDA - Continued 

30. * CAR PARK 

31. * LETTING POLICY & DI SCI PLI HE 

35. * CARETAKER 

QUESTIONS & OPEN DISCUSSION 

CLOSE 

RESOLUTI ONS 

A number of resolutions have been advised and, with brief notes, 
are as follows: 

1. To adopt the Accounts for the year to 30th September 1996. 

2. To reelect Directors. 

We have received no proposals for candidates for Directors 

3. To declare a dividend 

Your Directors recommend that the declaration of a dividend 
is inappropriate. 

4. To dismiss Thorpe & Co as the Company's Auditors and, if 
thought fit, appoint an alternative auditor in their stead. 

5. To empower the Directors to enter into negotiations with the 
Freeholder for the acquisition of the Freehold of Pavilion 
Court. 

There is a requirement under the Housing Act 1996 for the leaseholders to 
formally identify that they represent more than 50% of the eligible 
leaseholders. In thiB instance that means owners of 51 leases to Pavilion 
Court flats. 
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D1 RECTORS' REPORT 17th January 1997 

PREAMBLE 

Dear Fellow Shareholder, 

This Directors' Report is intended to provide you with a comnlete 
briefing on all matters relating to Pavilion Court and your 
relationship with it. It is intended to be completely market 
n~utral and to serve all interest groups that rest within the 
leaseholders of Pavilion Court. 

There are a number of heavyweight issues to be covered which can 
no longer be delayed. They are discussed fully below. We have 
left some space at the end of each section for your notes. 

During the first four months of democratic control by your 
Directors we have been striving to protect you from the many 
pressures on your finances and your right to peaceful coexistence 
in the blocks. An overwhelming burden has been to minimise the 
threat to you from the Freeholder's actions while maximising the 
opportunity to free yourselves once and for all of Landlords. 

Firstly, may I state that this, and all other communications 
between the Directors, the Company Secretary and the shareholders 
of Pavilion Court Limited (PCL) are privileged communications in 
law. Therefore, the copying of any document to any third party is 
either theft (if by anyone other than a shareholder) or a breach 
of trust. We must seriously doubt the intentions of the person 
who passed on the first newsletter to a third party. Our 
solicitor has demanded this newsletter back and we shall be able 
to identify to whom it was originally sent. 

The report flows in the same sequence as the agenda. 

BOARD MEETINGS & COMPANY SECRETARIAL MATTERS 

Your Directors have met at least monthly since their appointment 
and each meeting's agenda has grown in length. ,Most meetings have 
lasted a full day. 

Each Director has participated to the fullest of their personal 
circumstances. Unfortunately, Adrian Staveley has not been able 
to become as involved as much as may have wished due to work 
commi tments. 

Meetings have been held in an open manner and anything and 
everything has been the subject of the fullest discussion. We 
believe that considerable accord exists between all Directors and 
the Secretary and much progress has been made. Wherever possible 
defined functions have been delegated to individual Directors. 
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For instance, Jim Allen is the caretaker's line manager for his 
daily workload, work conditions and petty expenditure 
requi rements. 

The financial administration has been fully delegated to the 
Company Secretary. He is not a signatory to the Company bank 
account and all cheques require one resident Director and one 
investor Director's signature. He is proposing to the Directors a 
small amendment to the mandate to allow him to transfer funds 
between the current and deposit accounts, both of which are held 
with National Westminster Bank PLC., Folkestone branch. All bank 
statements are sent to Pavilion Court and forwarded by the 
resident Directors, having been opened. 

The Company's Registered Office 

The registered office has been changed to Pavilion Court. Service 
of any legal papers can be made to: 

Pavilion Court Limited 
Pavilion Court 
Marine Terrace 

FOLKESTONE 
Kent, CT20 lQB 

Directors Names & Phone Numbers 

The following Directors were appointed at the EGM on 5th 
September 1996: 

Jim Allen 

John Prescott 

Adrian Staveley 

Dr. David Price 

Mrs Brenda Smith 

Company Secretary 

Stephen Wright 

Flat 21 PC 

Flat 27 PC 

Flat 57 PC 

2 Harrow Lane 
Knockholt 
Sevenoaks 
Kent TN14 7JT 

3 Sovereigns Way 
MARDEN, TONBRIDGE 
Kent TN12 9QF 

28 Mercia Road 
MAIDENHEAD 
Berkshire SL6 3DR 
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Tel: (01303) 245473 

Tel: (01303) 245712 

No Telephone 

Tel: (01959) 532542 

Tel: (01622) 831795 

Tel & Fax: (01628) 32181 



ACQUISITION OF THE FREEHOLD 

The big issue is the possible purchase Freehold of Pavilion Court 
from Baron Estates Eurppe Limited (hereafte~ BEEL) and we are 
able to report the following progress: 

The Freehold of Pavilion Court was withdrawn from the auction, 
quote the auctioneer "as it had been sold prior to auction by 
pri vate treaty". This statement is not correct as Pavilion Court 
has not been sold. 

It had been intended to picket the hotel where the auction was 
being held but were advised by the auctioneer, in writing, that 
it had 'been withdrawn by him, quote" because the section 5 
noti ces had not been correctl y served on the 1 eas ehol ders". We 
had already forced the auctioneer to publish a long list of 
corrections in an addendum to the catalogue and change the 
"Special Conditions of Sale" so they were themselves a major 
deterrent factor to a purchaser. We believe that calls from the 
press also helped frighten this item off the agenda. 

You will recall we have always held the opinion that the original 
s.5 notice was incorrectly served and our standpoint has been 
vindicated. From your telephone calls we were able to identify 
that there had been no attempt by Broughton to comply with the 
requirements of either the old (L&T Act 1987) or new (Housing Act 
1996) notices. The new Act came into force on 1st October 1996. 

Through various means we had been able to monitor the pre- and 
post-auction bid range. The auctioneer has worked very hard to 
talk it up to about £105-115,000 for the whole lot described in 
the auction catalogue. Take out the value of the 3 studio and two 
2-bedroom flats bundled in the lot and the £89,000 asking price 
is seen for what it has always been. 

Our solicitor has served notice on Broughton revoking the lease 
to Flat 101 (the caretaker's flat) and varying the lease to Flat 
102, owned by Broughton personally. Rather than driving down the 
value of the Freehold to wreck a successful sale for Broughton 
(as has been claimed) we are causing the rewriting of the 
particulars to what they should have read all along. 

So what happens now? Civil action has been instituted to: 

Revoke the lease to Flat 101. 

Vary the lease to Flat 102 by backdating the startdate to 
the same as everyone else's leases. 

Vary the apportionment of service charges to take account of 
the larger size of Flats 101 and 102. 
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These actions will take time to go through court but will be 
accompanied by an application for damages and costs. We really do 
have an overwhelming cause for action on all fronts despite 
Broughton's attempts at concealment. 

However, we are also proceeding with criminal complaints to the 
Department of Trade & Industry Company Investigation Branch and 
Kent Police fraud squad on these and other matters. 

Broughton's auctioneer attempted to challenge us to immediately 
exchange contracts on a fictitious bid of £110,000 by 23rd 
December or he will reoffer it to the market. However, the 
auctioneer has stated to us in writing that section Sa Housing 
Act 1996 notices will need to be served on all the qualifying 
leaseholders (that means everybody) before they can proceed. You 
wi 11 by now h a v ere c e i ve dan e w s. S not ice iss u e d by the 
auctioneer on behalf of BEEL. 

We again take issue with the correctness of the notice and the 
absurd asking price for the Freehold on the grounds stated above. 
Through solicitors we are asking for a breakdown of the 
components of the Freehold. 

If Broughton attempts to proceed over our heads he will be guilty 
of a criminal offence under section 91 of The Housing Act 1996, 
as would any Estate Agent, Auctioneer, Solicitor or other adviser 
aiding and abetting him. That means· substantial fines and being 
struck off by their professional body. 

Any purchaser will have to be advised by Broughton's solicitor of 
our legal action, underway or pending, on pre7contract enquiry. 
Also for disclosure will be that we have served notice of 
intention to overturn any purchase on several preexisting 
grounds. 

So that is where we stand noW. So where do we go from here? 
First, do we qualify for first refusal? 

Yes, only fifty percent of leaseholders need to state their wish. 
We already know of more than fifty percent of leaseholders 
wishing to purchase the freehold and your Directors consider 
themselves mandated to proceed further. We need to get this 
documented and a form is attached which should be signed and 
returned by post or handed to a Director or me at the AGM. Please 
give this your urgent attention. 
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Why Should You Bother? 

Your lease was written by the Freeholder's solicitor with the 
Freeholder's own best interests in mind. Apart from being poorly 
written it is riddled with clauses that are only enforceable 
through the Freeholder at your individual or collective expense. 
Owning your own freehold will enable you to redraft your lease 
equitably so that everyone's interests are served fairly. 

On completion of the new s. 5 notice period (subject to 
negotiations and our outstanding legal actions) Broughton will 
be open to sell the freehold to whosoever he wishes. All rights 
under the lease pass to the new Freeholder. You may strike lucky 
and get a considerate Landlord but you haven't so far. We have 
been in contact with many potential purchasers who have shied 
away when the horror that is Pavilion Court has been fairly 
described to them. 

Under the lease a bad Freeholder will be in a strong position to 
pick individual leaseholders off on technicalities in the lease 
on the basis he has more money to throw at lawyers than anyone 
individual leaseholder. It has only been as a result of 
collective action you have achieved all that you have so far. 

It is a good investment either by enhancing the value of your 
individual flats or by giving a return on money used to purchase 
the freehold. If you pay 8 times Ground Rent for the freehold 
then you will achieve a gross return of 12.5%. Can you get this 
in the High street? Of course not! Deposits of less than £1,000 
earn perhaps 3-4% gross. Most PEP managers would love to make 
this scale of return of late and that is before management costs. 

Do we offer BEEL the asking price of £89,000? 

Therein lies the need for a strong nerve, both by Broughton and 
your Directors. 

If the asking price was reasonable we would enter into immediate 
negotiation. However, the asking price is absurd and we believe 
that a true value for the Freehold is not more than £25 - 30,000. 
We believe that the components comprising the Freehold arei 

The Ground Rents on 102 flats @ £25. 00 per annum. 

The lease on Old Pavilion Court @ £100. 00 per annum. 

totalling £2, 650. 00 per annum. 

Of course negotiation will be subject to detailed structural 
survey and confirmation that insurance cover has been continuous 
throughout the last five years in case of claim for undisclosed, 
aggregable risks such as subsidence. 
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We believe that the Freehold should not include; 

Th ere i s nova 1 u e tot h e 1 e a s eon F 1 a t 1 0 1 a sit was 
misappropriated from the leaseholders on terms that would not 
have been acceptable and therefore not granted. Against this we 
may have to offset some rent for the caretaker's occupancy. 
Against this we are seeking damages. 

Broughton has stated to you in writing that the roof development 
is not economically viable, that at a time when the market was 
stronger than now. 

Therefore, if Broughton ignores an offer in this range and 
proceeds to sell it to a third party by either private treaty or 
auction we have the legal action outstanding and strong grounds 
for enfarcing our rights against any purchaser, with right to 
compensation from them, as well as Broughton. 

Any attempt to intermeddle the sale of the Freehold and Leasehold 
interests to disguise the real sale price of the Freehold will be 
resisted. However, by private treaty the parties to the deal can 
juggle the numbers to suit themselves. Our rights would have to 
be enforced in law ONLY AFTER HAVING SECURED THE EVIDENCE. 
Although we have done remarkably well to date we cannot guarantee 
getting this information. 

It is clear from your responses to the first newsletter that a 
significant number of individual leaseholders appreciate the 
benefits of owning the Freehold, not least of which is protection 
against bad Landlords. All positively stated the desire to 
participate in the purchase wherever legally or financially 
possible. Your Directors clearly have an overwhelming mandate in 
favour of purchasing it for you, collectively. 

Broughton's bank manager has told Dr. David Pri'ce that Broughton 
is offering the Freehold for sale without compulsion from them. 
Given the complex intermeddling of Broughton's affairs we do not 
believe this for a moment. It was clear that they neither 
understood the extent of your grievances against their customer 
or the implications of the Housing Act 1996 for their rapid 
liquidation of Broughton's assets. Having the lot pulled from 
auction clearly shocked them. We believe that the bank have their 
foot firmly on Broughton's neck for a qui:k sale and that 
strengthens our hand in negotiations. He can no longer wriggle or 
misstate the law to improve his own position. 

Therefore, we are attempting to enter into immediate negotiations 
with Broughton for the purchase of the Freehold. 

There is no intention to discuss, or allow as a confusing factor, 
the leasehold properties which should be sold separately. We may 
relent on the caretaker's flat but only at a realistic market 
price. 
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However, a major factor which may make it difficult to proceed 
successfully with negotiations, apart from Broughton's endless 
charm, is that Broughton's solicitor is both too weak in 
character to give his client best advice and, despite passing the 
Law Society examination, has demonstrated very poor technical 
knowledge of the law. 
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SERVICE CHARGES 

We were passed a schedule of service charge debtors and boxes of 
papers relating to flats. It is clear that papers were removed 
from their relevant files and then shuffled. Reconstruction of 
each file has taken time and it is clear that this nuisance was 
intended to keep us occupied while Broughton got on with his 
masterplan. It cannot be misconstrued that certain files have had 
paperwork removed to conceal or added to infer actions taken by 
Broughton in furtherance of his own advantage. 

Most people have responded favourably to queries but major 
problems exist. 

Policy 

It is for the members to devise a payment strategy which treats 
everyone equitably. The present situation cannot continue as it 
is administratively unwieldy and unreasonably thrusts costs (even 
if only by way of lost deposit interest earned) onto the prompt 
payers. 

You have each signed your leases having had your conveyancers 
advise you of the contents and therefore none of it should be a 
surprise. You are obliged to pay within thirty days of the 
service charge being demanded. If you choose not to pay, 
preferring to leave the money in your bank account or not borrow 
further, there is a value accruing to that action and it 
rightfully belongs to the members of Pavilion Court Limited. Of 
course this is a simplified account but it contains all the 
elements of your contract with each other. It is for each of you 
to regulate your affairs accordingly. 

I have had opportunity to study your collective profile and 
recommend the following system which should prove market neutral 
and inherently fair. 

Preamble 

Most routine expenses are fairly evenly spread throughout the 
year with the exception of the insurance premium which appears in 
about August. 

It would be bad financial management not to have something in 
reserve in the kitty. We are confident that the number of 
leaseholders paying promptly will ensure liquidity and this does 
not represent an issue. 
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The cycle of the service charge is: 

1. Issue demands. 

2. Receive payments or proposals for instalment plans. 

3a. Iss ue receipt. 

b. Confirm instalment plans. 

4a. Chasing letters for defaulters. 

b. Monthly, receive and bank instalment cheques or pick up 
standing order 

entries from bank statements. 

5. Further letters chasing persistent defaulters. 

Therefore, payment by agreed instalment plan necessitates as much 
as six times the effort of steps 2 to 4 of a single payment. That 
is of course dependent on it being complied with which we note a 
significant number have not done so. 

However, the scale of this routine work pales into insignificance 
against the effort of chasing persistent defaulters. The lease 
does not support our efforts (giving the Freeholder the right to 
foreclose) and strangely clauses designed to protect leaseholders 
from Rachmann landlords in the new Housing Act 1996 work against 
the mutual rights of the other leaseholders (in this instance). 

A professional Managing Agent will want additional fees for all 
this unscheduled work. However, given PC's reputation tenders 
from local managing agents were unviable because of both costs 
and action-plans. 

strategy 

A three-tiered payment system, comprising: 

Prompt payment on demand. 

An instalment plan with the charge spread over 6 months, 
commencing at month o.ne. Payment by either cheque (monthly 
current or post-dated) or standing order. This' plan will only be 
available for leaseholders on a current basis who do not default 
on payment. 

By defaul t, whatever ad-hoc arrangements can be negotiated. 
There must be some prospect of the arrears being cleared within 
an agreed but reasonably short timescale and payments must always 
be in excess of the current charge. 
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Fees 

To cover the clerical effort involved in setting up the three 
options structured fees should be levied to cancel out the true 
real additional cost to "the Company. 

Prompt payment 

Instalment Plan 

Default -
Structured Plan 

unstructured Plan 

- No charge. 

- £3. 00 per instalment above two p. a. 

- £25.00 initial arrangement fee and then 
£3. 00 per instalment above two p. a. 

- £40.00 per letter generated or dealt with 
by the Company Secretary and £3. 00 per 
payment over two p. a. All legal costs 
incurred in pursuit of arrears and 
repossession action. 

We are not due to pay bank charges until October 1997 at which 
point fees should be reviewed as the large number of transactions 
will create a large liability for bank charges to the Company. 

Interest Charges 

Prompt payment 

Instalment Plan 

Default -
Structured Plan 

unstructured Plan 

- No charge. 

- National Westminster Bank PLC personal 
deposit account interest rate for the band 
up to £1,000 prevailing one week before 
the service charge is levied on all 
balances outstanding, not including the 
handling fee. Charged to account 
quarterly. 

- National Westminster Bank PLC authorised 
over-draft interest rate prevailing from 
time to time is levied on all balances 
outstanding, not including the instalment 
handling fee. Charged to account quarterly. 

- National Westminster Bank PLC unauthorised 
overdraft interest rate prevailing from 
time to time is levied on all balahces 
outstanding, not including the instalment 
handling fee. Charged to account 
quarterly. 
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The above reasonably reflects the true cost of money and 
administrative handling to the Company from the different classes 
of service charge payers. 

Such a system can only be effectively utilised where the 
management is conducted in absolute good faith and trusted by 
all. Although Broughton used elements of this system of charging 
it was neither previously approved by the shareholders nor its 
structure disclosed or 'implemented. It was used as a method of 
gaining personal advantage to himself and of repression of 
dissenters. 

Arrears 

Arrears fall into four categories: 
Those who withheld their service charges in protest at the 
behaviour of the Managing Agent. 

Those who have slipped progressively into arrears for 
economic reasons. 

Special cases such as Flats 3 and 79, detailed below. 

A new small group of dissenters. withholding their charges 
either because of your cruel treatment of Broughton or that 
I am a crook with a hidden agenda. 

Dissenters 

I have received payment of all arrears of service charges from 
this original dissenter group. Agreement has been reached on a 
current basis for payment of the recent interim charge. 

Economi c Defaulters 

There is a group of more than eight leaseholders who are 
seriously in arrears and struggling to maintain any payments at 
all. Unfortunately, constructive consideration for their plight 
has proved difficult because they have chosen not to respond to 
correspondence. Economically, PCL cannot afford for this to 
continue. 

Others who have responded have agreed payment regimes which 
should bring their account onto a current basis in a foreseeable 
timescale. The leaseholder has been required to self-police their 
regime and advise of any impending difficulties. 
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Special Cases 

Mr. Newth of flat 3 was declared bankrupt in 1994 and now lives 
somewhere between Cornwall and Finland. The flat is now in 
serious disrepair. Because of his overwhelming debts and the size 
of the debt/equity overhang on the mortgage on the flat the 
Official Recei ver did not register a charge. However, because of 
little or no prospect of recovery by the mortgagor, National 
Wes tmi ns ter Bank PLC, they have expres s ed di s i nteres tin doi ng 
any work. We are trying to incentivise their cooperation without 
success so far. It is clear from the file that Broughton has 
sought to achieve something but obviously missing papers beg 
answers from him, which he has refused to give. 

Mr John Mack of flat 79 owes £5,181. 57 in service charges. It is 
clear that the history of this debt has been concealed from us 

.and what little paperwork on file causes the Directors grave 
concern. Ordinarily, it would be unthinkable for us to discuss a 
leaseholders' affairs in a newsletter. However, the history now 
unfolding leaves us no alternative but to set the account we have 
pieced together before you. 

Mr Mack claims to have made an arrangement with Broughton whereby 
Mack has until March 1997 to complete a legal action which will 
completely repay all service charges on disposal of the flat in 
that the debt will have equalled the net worth of the flat. He 
has referred to a number of legal actions none of which have 
checked out and, to the contrary, establish that Mack is a 
skilled liar and manipulator. There is a charge for £22,000 on 
his flat with a belligerent local solicitor seeking execution. 
This would suit us as we would be paid first but the solicitor 
refuses to proceed immediately without explanation which makes 
sense. Mack has failed to show any paperwork supporting his claim 
that an arrangement is in place with Broughton despite many 
requests for him to produce it. However, there is enough 
paperwork on the file to cause your Directors concern that your 
best interests have not been served. We are advised that Housing 
Benefit has been paid to Mack for service charges which he has 
persistently failed to pay over. 

It does not make sense and we are being lied to by both 
commission and omission. At a board meeting, at which Mack was 
invited to address the Directors, it was concluded that something 
was seriously amiss and that failing imme4iate substantial 
payment of arrears we should require the Freeholder to proceed 
for possession in law. Nothing was paid and our letter to 
Broughton of 23rd October 1996 requesting action for repossession 
has remained unanswered. 

Mr Mack is recorded as being a maker of many unsubstantiated 
complaints against neighbours in the block. 
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The New Dissenters 

A small group of leaseholders have decided to withhold their 
service charges, most of which are for the current interim 
account only. This new group of dissenters are wi thholding their 
charges for a number of stated reasons, which include; 

Your wicked treatment of Broughton. 

That the Company Secretary is a crook with a hidden agenda 
and not to be trusted with your money. 

The roof should have been completed by now and they want 
their money back. 

The first accusation 

We respond by stating that his own actions leave him open to 
cri ti cal judgement by you. Jus t as he had the opportuni ty to 
prove his innocence or guilt he "lost" the records. We would have 
given him a clean bill of health if that was what the records 
showed, but both he and we knew that they would not do that. 

The second accusation is highly actionable. 

However, the Company Secretary admits to having broad shoulders 
and is prepared to try his best to win you over. Hopefully, apart 
from those that will not hear, he has made a propitious start in 
winning your confidence. The sheer volume of work required in 
sorting out PCL has substantially prevented him from conducting 
other aspects of his main business and have therefore suffered a 
serious loss of income and, to some extent, has neglected some of 
his other clients, which cannot continue much longer. His wife 
wonders why he bothers in the face of such disreputable 
accusations and we are grateful that he has agreed to continue to 
provide the essential professional support to PCL shareholders. 

We would imagine that the successful acquisition of the Freehold 
will immediately enhance the value of your leases by 50%. 100 
times £3,500 equals £350,000 increase overnight. Who is 
negotiating for you? He is. Who has asked for additional fees 
over and above the humble sum for being the Company Secretary? 
NOT HIM. 

If that is a hidden agenda we suggest you get some more saved up 
quickly as we suspect they are a very limited idition. 
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The roof should have been completed by now and people want their 
money back, some with interest. 

If this demand were conceded to the Freeholder will immediately 
have the right to take .control of the management of the service 
charge, by default under the lease. At least thirty of you will 
be prejudiced immediately in that you will be under threat of 
forfeiture of your leases for non-payment of service charges. 

There is clearly an urgent need for a new roof. Indeed, you paid 
£24,000 for one for the North Block in 1992/93. Under Baron you 
were never due to get one worth having. No real exercise in 
surveying and tendering was undertaken and the contract awarded 
arbitrarily. Even the contractor, the one didn't do rooves, is 
glad to get out of the contract. 

There will be a new roof and one that is appropriate for the 
location but work cannot commence before the weather breaks and 
it will take all that time to get the tender specification 
properly drafted and served. 

Quite simply we do not know the true cost of replacing the roof. 

We are afraid the issues are bigger than just the roof and would 
encourage everyone to hang on in there and pay up their charges 
promptly. 
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BLOCK INSURANCE 

Despite having mailshot the whole UK insurance market and 
received replies from most we have been unable to identify the 
insurance claimed to have been secured by the Freeholder. 

We have as a matter of urgency fulfilled our obligation to secure 
Employer's Liability by purchasing our own cover on the market. 

We have asked flat purchasers' solicitors and mortgage-lenders to 
demand this mandatory information from Broughton but he has made 
no response to any enquiry. 

There is a requirement under the Landlord & Tenant Act 1987 for 
this' information to be made available to leaseholders. We are 
seeking enforcement of this through solicitors. 

THE COMPANY RECORDS 

R~quirements under Laws of The Land 

The Companies Acts require the Directors of a Company to maintain 
such accounting records as are necessary to enable them to prove 
the Company's assets and liabilities and the Company's solvency. 

Our friends at the Inland Revenue require records be kept that 
prove that all expenditure claimed against profit is deductible 
under the various Taxes Acts. If you can't prove it you can't 
claim it but additionally there are penalties for not maintaining 
proper records. 

Although we are not registered for VAT the regulations require us 
to keep records that prove our income & expenditure. The VATman 
has draconian powers. 

In addition we are required to 
Shareholders, Mortgages & Debentures, 

maintain a register of 
and Directors' interests. 

RECORDS PREPARED BY BARON ESTATES MANAGEMENT LIMITED 

Accounting Records Stolen from Car 

Broughton has disclosed that the accounting records of PCL were 
stolen from the booT of his car when it was stolen in August. 
Because neither Broughton or the auditors have responded to 
detailed enquiries we cannot guess what has been "stolen". 
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lAS backgrburid toith~~ Lbs~ Broughton st~tes that his office was 
broken irlto in May and, although none of the PCL books were 
stolen, he felt it was safer to keep the books in the boot of his 
car. Significantly, there is no record of the office computer 
being stolen during the May break-in. 

You may wish to believe this incredible account. Broughton has 
unfortunately been deprived of the right to be vindicated of my 
accusations against him. If the books showed that everything 
passed muster I would have gladly given him a clean bill of 
health and publicly apologised to him. I still freely admit to 
not.e}(:'p~c!.i_ng,"t:.~!1a~_e to h~ve .done so. 

Books & Records Handed Over 

The' bO:O~S i hande'Ji 'over do not even vaguely comply wi th the above 
legal requirements. 

The income side of the records comprise a listing of the bank 
paying in book. It does not record standing orders or direct 
credi ts. 

The expenditure side of the records comprise loose pages of 
multi-column analysis paper on which the Company's expenditure 
has been scheduled. This could be considered adequate except for 
the mass of mis-analysis of expenses and that the columns do not 
cross or down-cast correctly. All vouchers supporting payments to 
Baron/Broughton were missing, as were a few others. 

There is no schedule of invoices raised for service charges or 
other costs or arbitrarily imposed "fines". 

There were no bank accounts or reconciliations of the bank 
account handed over. 

There were no reconciliations or trial balances' handed over. 

There were no reconciliations or schedules of transactions 
between PCL, BEML, BEEL or Broughton handed over. 

The schedule of debtors handed over has been found to contain a 
number of material discrepancies which would have been discovered 
had basic reconciliations been done routinely. 

The individual leaseholder papers were stripped from their files 
and then shuffled. On reconstruction we discovered that the files 
relating to his own affairs had been stripped as had a few 
others, each of which is significant in itself. 
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5th September 1996 Accounts prepared by Thorpe & Co 

Broughton has passed us a set of accounts purportedly prepared by 
Thorpe & Co up to 5th September 1996. From the records passed to 
us it would be impossible to finalise the accounts as presented. 

In addition we were given two Balance Sheets showing different 
entries which are unsupported by the records handed over. 

Without response from and access to the auditor's files we are 
unable to establish if these accounts fairly reflect a true state 
of affairs of the Company. The accounts are neither signed by 
Broughton or the auditors. 

They surrendered records to Broughton after they had been advised 
of his dismissal and the warning that they may disappear or be 
des t'royed. 

They have failed to confirm or deny that they prepared accounts 
for the period to 5th September 1996 or whether they signed them. 
They have failed to provide information requested and which they 
are legally obliged to give. 

In addition to reviewing their actions with a view to civil 
action we have made a formal complaint to their professional 
body, The Institute of Chartered Accountants of England & Wales. 

The Directors consider that Thorpe & Company's conduct has been 
such that there is no alternative but to seek their dismissal. 

RECORDS PREPARED BY PAVILION COURT LIMITED 

All the accounting records of the Company are fully available for 
inspection at the meeting and the Company secretary is available 
for questions after the meeting, including at a later date by 
appoi ntment. 

The only records that will be withheld are the correspondence 
between the Company and any leaseholder who has shared 
confidential information about personal financial circumstances 
as part of structuring payment of his arrears. 
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OTHER MATTERS ARISING FROM THE ACCOUNTS 

Bills outstanding paid 

We have found a number of invoices which had to be paid. One for 
weatherproofing work completed in 1994 was the subject of 
concealed legal action against us and another was for the fire 
detection system balance of £484 due in early 1996. The 
persistent non-payment of the many small invoices has seriously 
prejudiced our ability get local tradesmen to undertake work for 
us. Although we are trying to improve this position we find it 
difficult in light of the years of abuse previously suffered by 
our suppliers on whom we are so dependent. 
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SHARE REGISTER & CERTIFICATES 

It is mandatory to maintain a current Register of Shareholders 
which is subject to public inspection and annual filing at 
Companies House. 

Broughton did not pass over a register and the schedule of 
shareholders marked as filed at Companies House with the Annual 
Return was not up to date. Having had opportunity to review the 
entries we believe that this was a deliberate act on Broughton's 
part to conceal the real ownership of his flats. 

There have been a number of transfers of leases in the last three 
months where the transferor has claimed not to have been issued 
with a share certificate. As we have not been in possession of 
the share certificates we have been unable to issue replacements 
to the purchaser. 

It is clear that this ,Register has been allowed to fall into 
irrecoverable disuse apd we are currently e~tablishing a new 
register which should be available at the AGM. 

The Directors have also decided that we should reissue all share 
certificates to shareholders and these will be handed out at the 
AGM. Copies will be sent by post to shareholders not able to 
attend in the week following the AGM. 

The 1994 Accounts show that the issued share capital of the 
Company is £113.00, comprising 113 Ordinary £1.00 shares. 

The issue of twelve additional shares was ultra vires, that is 
outside the powers of the Company, because no flats exist against 
which they can be issued. The Memorandum & Articles of PCL states 
that shares can only be issued within thirty days of a lease 
being created. 

The thirteenth share was incorrectly issued because it was 
against flat 102, sold to Broughton and his wife, which has lease 
wordings contrary to the Landlord's covenants under your leases. 

The difference between Authorised and Issue~ Share Capital is 
often misunderstood. I shall attempt to clarify this for YOUj 

A Company can have as large an Authorise share capital as the 
members so decide. 

The Company's Memorandum & Articles of Association state that a 
share can only be issued on the transfer or issue of a lease of a 
flat. The given timescale for this is within one month of the 
event. 
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There are 102 flats in Pavilion Court, one of which is ,the 
caretaker's fl at and tinder dispute. Even if' it weren't under 
dispute a Company cannot issue a share to itself and therefore 
the maximum issued share capital should be £101.00. The issue of 
shares in anticipation of the issue or transfer of a lease is not 
within the Company's power. 

The Land Registry has provided copies of the leases to the 
fl a ts (14, 45 & 51) owned by Baron Es ta tes Europe Li mi ted. 
show that the leases were only registered on 30th August 
some 6 days before the EGM. 

three 
Each 

1996, 

A lease is a legal document of title issued by a Freeholder to a 
leaseholder reflecting that leaseholders rights over the 
Freehold. It is a legal nonsense to issue a share to oneself and 
tbe leases have merged back into the Freehold. Therefore there is 
no valid lease in existence and a share should not attach. 

Therefore, the Directors have decided: 

- that the 12 shares putatively issued to Pavilion Court Limited 
have been issued outside of the powers of the Company and,are 
cancelled forthwith. 

- that the share attaching to flat 102 is suspended pending the 
revision of the lease wordings as required under the Landlord's 
covenants. You must remember that in law BEEL and Broughton are 
connected parties. 

- that the shares attaching to flats 14, 45 and 51 are suspended 
pending the issue of valid leases. 

The absence of the accounting records has prevented us from 
inspecting the curious bookkeeping entries for these 
trans acti ons. 

Charge on the Company 

We have found on the Companies House microfiche for PCL a charge 
dating from 1993 for CLOSE BROTHERS - PROMPT. Close Brothers took 
out this charge as security for funding insurance premium 
instalments during 1993. 

This charge has now lapsed and we have asked ,Close Brothers to 
remove it. 
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CAPITAL WORKS 

Communal Aerial 

Under the lease PCL is responsible for providing a communal 
aerial system to each flat. Therefore the cost of installing, 
renewing or maintaining such an aerial is for the leaseholder 
service charge account. 

We note from the accounting records and have had confirmed by the 
supplier that a new aerial was installed in early 1996 and that 
payment for it was made in March 1996 from PCL funds. However, 
there the good news ends. 

Prior to the work being undertaken Broughton solicited interest 
from leaseholders in subscribing to this new aerial system and 
received only a sketchy response. Based on the low level of 
response he had installed an aerial on the roof and connected to 
those flats subscribing. 

We have identified invoices from Baron Estates Europe Limited to 
some leaseholders subscribing to the aerial for connection and 
annual subscription. From some leaseholders' records we have 
identified that they paid Baron Estates Europe Limited for this. 

Additionally, having removed the previous aerial and wiring 
Broughton has deprived all other leaseholders of their covenanted 
right to be connected. 

The installer, MAST of Dymchurch, has taken time to visit and 
explain exactly what his brief was and what he eventually 
installed. He has explained that it was necessary to balance the 
aerial gi ven the number and spread of the flats connected. The 
aerial is big enough to support all demands and cabling is in 
place for connection to all flats. However, to provide a service 
into each flat will require the cutting of a branch from the ring 
cable into each additional flat. There is then the additional 
problem of rebalancing the aerial to take account of the 
increased demand. 

There are licensing and subscription complications attached to 
installing a satellite or cable-based TV system. The cost may 
prove unviable but we have asked for them to be quantified as an 
option. 

MAST have proved their competence and cooperation and enjoy the 
Directors' confidence. Unfortunately there will be extra costs 
incurred but we have the right person for the j.ob. 

See below for a view on a more global fix. 
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Entryphone 

This system has proved to contain a number of bugs which the 
i~staller has appeared to resolve satisfactorily over time. The 
installer provided a warranty over faulty work which has some 
time to run. 

There remains the problem that the buzzer is too loud and can be 
heard down the corridor from the flat being buzzed. We are 
talking to the installer about a muting facility based on a timer 
and they will be reporting back shortly. 

All faults should be reported to the caretaker. 

The installer has proved receptive to our enquiries and seems to 
have a professional approach. He is however based in Hornchurch 
in Essex. 

CCTV 

The installers, Wright Security Ltd., have installed a high
integrity CCTV system that goes some considerable way to 
satisfying your needs. However, it can provide a greater level of 
security coverage than its current configuration provides, at not 
much extra cost. 

There are serious sources of egress and transit not covered by 
the cameras or those of our neighbour and new-found friend, the 
Burstin Hotel. We are discussing with Wright Security and The 
Burstin a more integrated approach to external spatial security. 
If we don't cover the space the Burstin will and vice versa. 
Video recordings will be available to/from either party in 
support of preventing crime against either or ~oth of us. 

Copies of evidence quality tapes are regularly made available to 
local police relating to incidents in or about Pavilion Court. 

Integration of Aerial, Entryphone & CCTV 

However, your Directors have decided that all up this is a very 
low-tech approach where, given current technology, a wid_~ range 
of integrated services could be provided for not much greater 
cost than providing a basic aerial. 

However, there is no reason why the CCTV and entryphone system 
should not be partially integrated with the aerial to provide a 
video entryphone access control system for the residents. MAST 
has been consulting with the and 
already stated that it is a viable proposition. They are 
currently costing the upgrade and will be reporting shortly. 
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Fire Detection System 

The system installed is a disgrace and a danger to residents. It 
is a disgrace because it does not attempt to comply with basic 
fire regulations and is a danger to residents because they think 
it is of a higher specification that it actually is. 

The specification prepared by Judge Alarms of Canterbury in 1995 
was misrepresented by Broughton to insurers to secure cheap 
ins urance, the Fi re Brigade inspector and yours el ves. However, 
the fire detection system installed was not to this specification 
but rather less than half that claimed. 

78 detection points were specified but only 38 installed. Fire 
retardant ducting was specified but bare cable was run along the 
wall in some locations. 

Judge Alarms state that Broughton kept on interfering with the 
installation with requests to pare back the work to make it 
cheaper. A recent site visit with a Judge Alarms surveyor proved 
both enlightening and worrying. 

At a full meeting with the General Manager of Judge Alarms they 
agreed to give access to their files to prove that they were 
pared back on the contract. We expect to gain access this coming 
week. 

They also agreed to attend site to cost the work necessary to 
urgently bring the system up to the specification originally 
presented. 

Judge Alarms will not issue any British Standard (BS) or ISO 
certificates for this work. No guarantees apply. 

We find the conduct of Broughton reckless and dangerous to the 
residents. 

At our request the Kent Fire Brigade inspector visited the site 
and was given access to the documentation handed over by 
Broughton. His findings confirmed your Directors' discomfort as 
he was quite scathing about the installation. He considers a 24-
zone detection panel and 78 detection points to be the minimum 
configuration for the block. The quality of the ducting and 
cabling also came in for criticism. 
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DPe 

This work was done to ground floor flats and common areas over a 
period of time between January 1994 and April 1995 with a one-off 
job to flat 9 in January 1996 by Sanctuary Property Care Ltd. of 
Cat ford, South East London. 

All of this work appears to have been done to an unsatisfactory 
standard but again we see, from papers handed over by Broughton, 
considerable interference was experienced by the contractor from 
both Broughton and some' tenants who refus ed to .gi ve acces s. 

From a telephone conversation with a junior Director early last 
year it was evident that the work was not done to specification 
but the proprietor has since clammed up refusing to cooperate. We 
have been trying to get them to attend site to inspect the work 
done and specifically test certain works under claim, without 
success. From the file it is evident we have a guarantee of sorts 
but nothing industry or insurance- backed. A Companies House 
search shows Sanctuary to be of little substance. 

We are now getting most forthright with them but cannot predict 
an outcome. 

Weatherproofing 

A weatherproofing coat was applied to 80% plus of the exterior 
surface of Pavilion Court by R. V. Parker & Son Ltd. of 
Fol kes tone. 

From the papers handed over by Broughton we discovered an 
outstanding debt from 1994 of some £1, 300. ~his debt was'the 
subject of legal action 'against us when we contacted them. 

Following a meeting between Dr. David price, myself and the 
Directors and surveyor of RVP we released payment to them. There 
was no merit to the claims being made by Broughton and further 
resistance would have caused PCL to be involved in a no-win court 
case with several costs awarded against us. 

After discussion with RVP we felt that the work had been 
beneficial to Pavilion Court, given its exposed location, but 
felt that the price for the work was seriously disproportionate 
to the benefi t. However, Broughton contracted it, the work was 
done and legally we had to pay for it. 
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MAINTENANCE WORKS 

It will corne as no surprise that the original building 
specification of Pavilion Court was very low and that a number of 
the longterm problems arising stern from the original design and 
its location. 

At some time in the near future serious consideration must be 
gi ven to double-glazing Pavilion Court. Certainly windows in. all 
communal areas are in urgent need of replacement and a number of 
them have been screwed shut to prevent further deterioration and 
coincidentally the throwing of litter out of them. 

The proliferation of ducting works of various shapes and sizes 
makes the corridors look like the basement ceiling of a hospital. 
Subject to feasibility studies and warranties the replacement of 
all these ducts with one slimline duct would greatly enhance the 
look of the interior of the buildings. 

Given the sheer volume of remedial work required to works already 
unsatisfactorily undertaken makes these next year (1998) issues. 

At the time of the EGM the season was already changing and only 
limited outside work could be undertaken. A full programme of 
works is being prepared commencing when the weather breaks. 

In the meanwhile a mass of routine and one-off repair and 
cleaning works have been implemented. 

Blocking Up certain doors 

It is clear that a number of ground floor doors are both 
redundant and a source of unauthorised access to Pavilion Court. 
The Fire Inspector has agreed to a number of these being blocked 
up and approval for the work is being sought from the local 
planning department. 

The dead-end passages will provide suitable storage and workshop 
areas for the caretaker, something he has complained of for 
years. 

We are also looking at a number of other doors for fitting with 
exit only mechanisms with alarm attachments. 

C6rridor Decor 

The stippled effect in the corridors is a source of global 
criticism and is unsatisfactory on all counts. 
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It is intended to undertake a pilot project in one corridor 
w~ereby: 

all the stipple will be stripped off and the plasterwork 
repaired to a flat surface. 

The woodwork housing for all the pipework outside each flat 
will be stripped out and replaced with housings made from 
sturdier material and to a higher specification. 

A washable high-quality paint finish will be applied to the 
walls. 

A lighter tone gloss paint will be applied to all doors and 
panels. 

We are looking for a corridor in poor state of repair so that as 
well as being a showcase for the block an enhancement will be 
achieved at the same time. Suggestions will be appreciated. 

It is intended to use the experience gained from this exercise to 
cost and plan a rolling programme of like enhancements. 

Old Pavilion Court 

There are passage ways either side of Old Pavilion Court which 
have become repositories for rubbish and a transit for people 
with dubious business in and around Pavilion Court. We have 
surveyed these areas with the maintenance manager of the Burstin 
as we both have an interest. Neither of us has a meaningful plan 
of the boundary between us and the planning department plan is 
inconclusive. 

There is a fire escape from the Burstin pouring out into the 
South block passage way and for which a one way door needs 
providing onto Marine Terrace. The present provision is not 
satisfactory as this passage way is being used for stealthy 
access through our own ground floor fire door. Pavilion Court 
security would be greatly enhance by a CCTV camera being 
installed here. Also pigeon dirt has made the route rather 
hazardous underfoot. 

The North block is dead ground and will make a useful outside 
storage area for the caretaker. A barrier fence is to be built on 
the Marine Terrace end and a high gate on the carpark side. 

The smashed and decrepit wood panelling at the end of the North 
block carpark has been removed by the Burstin. 
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Minor Works & Repairs 

Those of you who live at or visit the flats will have noticed a 
significant improvement in the state of repair and cleanliness of 
the interior of the blocks. Jim Allen has agreed a programme of 
routine and one-off works with the caretaker and the benefit is 
being to show through. The caretaker is being provided with a 
fully equipped tool box and workbench facilities. 

All the broken windows have been replaced and broken window 
furniture progressively replaced. 

The carpets are being cleaned and properly stuck down. We will 
review the state of the carpets in the spring. 

Although there is a volume of daily chores to occupy the 
caretaker the cumulative effort is being to show through and that 
burden is reducing. Therefore more time is being liberated for 
repair work. 

Perimeter Walls & Gardens 

The present low wall around Pavilion Court offers no protection 
to the property and is deteriorating apace. The repair and 
painting of the wall has not been prioritised as other matters 
are more pressing. However, filling in the walkthrough gaps in 
the wall to redundant entry doors will be completed early next 
year. 

The caretaker has been actively cleaning up the grass areas and 
although basic they are already showing better for the effort. 

Your Directors have given consideration to combining enhancement 
of the amenity with improving security to the grounds of Pavilion 
Court. 

It has been agreed to plant a barrier of prickly bushes 
immediately behind the wall as added perimeter security. There 
are a number of very attractive and decorative bushes which suit 
the purpose and a number are under greenhouse propagation over 
the winter for planting in the spring. Additional bushes will be 
purchased as necessary. 

In addition a number of decorative flower beds are planned to 
raise the appearance of the gardens. Special features will be 
incorporated depending on the location of the bed. 

Improvement of the lawn areas will be studied as part of the 
design and layou~ planning. 

Again the caretaker is being equipped with small tools and mowers 
to enable him to undertake this work. 
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CAR PARK 

Access 

Under your lease it is unclear who has a right to park their car 
in the carparks. In practise Broughton made it both a source of 
revenue for himself and a means of manipulating leaseholders to 
his own advantage. 

Given the location and proximity to popular event and gathering 
places we consider a tight control be maintained over use and 
access to the carparks. 

Therefore, we intend maintaining the barrier and access cards 
under very close control for the exclusive amenity of the 
residents. 

Cards & Deposits 

We can trace no record of the deposits for access cards in 
Pavilion Court Limited's books (as exist). 

The Directors instructed me to secure a supply of replacement 
cards over which we shall maintain control, including of 
deposits. These are uniquely numbered and will be subject to 
regular control. 

It was intended to issue these at the AGM but events have 
overtaken us. Issue of new cards is now dependent on repairing or 
replacing the barrier. 

Repair 

The barrier to South block carpark is routinely broken. Most of 
the time it is just the arm that is torn off and is easily 
repl ac e abl e. However, wi thout tool s the caret aker has not 
undertaken this work himself and an external contractor has been 
repeatedly commissioned at considerable expense. 

However, within days of having the barrier motor rewound it was 
damaged by a contractor visiting the site. Now a major overhaul 
or even replacement is required. 
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LE~NG POLICY & DISCIPLINE 

LE~NG POLICY 

The Directors consider that for the comfort and ease of , all 
residents at Pavilion'Court Limited, whether leaseholder or 
tenant, a documented letting policy should be implemented with 
the requirement that all leaseholders comply with it at the 
earliest opportunity but not later than the next change of 
tenant. 

However, a theoretical policy bearing no relevance to current 
legislation and the reality of what is happening in Pavilion 
Court will only confound matters further. 

Therefore, while compiling the service charge statements I have 
taken opportunity to analyse the profile of the 101 Pavilion 
Court leaseholders. My findings blow away several fictions 
promulgated by the previous Director and Managing Agent. It 
serves everyone for these issues to be aired here. 

Leaseholder Profile 

There are now less than twenty resident leaseholders with a few 
extra using their flats as a weekend home. 

At least fifty-four ,have purchased flat~ as a dedic~ted 
investment with two owning more than ten flats each. 

The balance are former residents (who have moved on for the 
myriad reasons that life brings) each with their own reason for 
remaining in ownership. A typical profile if this group is that 
of someone who cannot afford to live in PC any longer but have 
massive debt-equity overhang (which is estate agent jargon for 
the mortgage exceeding the value of the property) which must be 
paid for from rental income, usually with a top-up from their own 
pockets. Very few live a long distance from PC. 

Therefore, there are many competing hopes and aspirations 
attached to the leases and it is the considered duty of the 
Directors to fulfil the primary of those which is peaceful 
coexistence between the residents. There is no bar on anyone 
maximising an income off their lease subject to peaceful 
coexistence prevailing. 

Negligent absentee landlords are not welcome nor are local agents 
who refuse to respond to complaints against their tenants. 
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Tenancy A~reemeti'ts &' 'Tenants 

Current"tenancy legislation protects tenants in such a way that 
it also protects unsuitable tenants. Expulsion of a disruptive 
tenant by the 1 eas ehol der is 1 ongwi nded and expens i ve, often 
bringing retaliatory damage to the flat. 

It is evident that the troublesome tenants share a key number of 
common features, namelYi age and financial status. 

Many of the disruptive tenants are young people on the dole with 
their rent being paid. by the D~~! who have a ready pool of 
prospective tenants. 

Recent rulings by the DSS make taking such tenants unattractive 
I for ~wF jrraSOnsii ; 

The sum paid to young people has been restricted, including 
the rent being paid. 

A restriction has been placed on the amount payable for 
studio- type flats, which are all but two of Pavilion 
Court's flats. 

It is therefore appropriate that any letting policy should be 
drafted in such a way as to exclude as many of the potential 
troublemakers before they are in the door. 

The Directors have drawn together all the documentation to 
support such a policy and we hope that we shall have an advanced 
copy available at the AGM. 

Current Occupancy 

The Directors require leaseholders letting their flats to advise 
the caretaker of the names of all persons occupying the flat, 
whether named on the agreement or not, as and when they are 
changed. 

This requirement has not been complied with and has fallen into 
disuse. This is unacceptable and you are required to advise the 
caretaker of the name of all persons occupying your flat as a 
matter of urgency. 

Proposed Letting Policy 

Your Directors are currently working on a letting policy which 
will serve to protect all leaseholders' rights and overcome once 
and for all time unreasonable objections from any Freeholder. 
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The elements of this policy will include: 

Taking up personal and work references on applicants. 

A carefully drafted tenancy agreement enabling immediate 
eviction. 

Tenants to provide a set of four passport-type photos to the 
caretaker. 

Work on this policy has slipped due to the pressures of dealing 
with the Freeholder but.it is expected to comm~nce implementation 
in the early part of this year. 

DISCIPLINE 

The Directors have undertaken an urgent study of the nature and 
causes of the disruptive behaviour in the block with the full 
cooperation of the caretaker. It is clear that as much as 98% of 
all acts of misconduct are by visitors to tenants in Pavilion 
Court, with a hidden statistic that a very high percentage of all 
incidents are attributable to just a small number of people. 
Having identified the problem the Directors have decided on the 
following course of action: 

Banning Orders 

The Directors have implemented a programme of banning identified 
visitors where it can be established that they are the cause of 
the problem or that their presence incites others to cause a 
problem. 

We have issued two written banning orders against visitors. Both 
have chosen, as expected, to ignore the orders. 

We were in the progress of amassing detailed information about 
both offenders with the intention of seeking County Court 
injunctions against them when our efforts were frustrated. 

The prime offender, David Francis, had previously threatened the 
caretaker, myself and David Price with physical violence but 
charmed the local police when called to evict him. He comes and 
goes from the block at all hours and can be found wherever loud 
music or loud voices are disturbing residents. It would be an 
understatement to say he has no social skills. 

Your Directors consider his continued presence in Pavilion Court 
to be unacceptable and wish to remove him permanently from the 
block. 
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The caretaker telephoned me to tell me that David Francis had 
been shown flat 45 with a view to taking up tenancy, despite the 
leaseholder being told by the caretaker that Francis was a banned 
person. We believe that he has now taken up occupation. 

Under the lease PCL has no power to act against the tenant, 
except through the Freeholder. 

The leaseholder of flat 45 is your Freeholder, Baron Estates 
Europe Limited. 

Injunctions 

It is our firm resolve to take whatever legal action is necessary 
to drive home to Folkestone's lowlife the message that Pavilion 
Court is off-limits to them. 

The considerable cost of obtaining injunctions makes it 
imperative that they be employed sparingly. It was considered 
that Francis represented such a major hazard to the peaceful 
coexistence in PC and was a universally feared celebrity among 
the local young unemployed that maximum effect could be achieved 
by targeting him. 

The caretaker is instructed to continue identifying troublemakers 
and log specific complaints against them, supported by CCTV 
evidence wherever possible. The Directors will not shrink from 
t~king whatever action is required to protect residents at 
Pavilion Court. 
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CARETAKER 

The present caretaker, John Wright, has been at Pavilion Court 
for over twelve years and lives in Flat 101 with his wife and 
child. 

As his legal employer PCL is beholden in law to provide a 
considered role for him and to protect him against the haza£ds 
attaching to the job and from other matters which may prejudice 
his peaceful enjoyment of the job. He must also have a structured 
reporting line with a documented complaint procedure. In return 
we can reasonably expect him to fulfil his job description as 
agreed with management. 

John is an employee of PAVILION COURT LIMITED as represented by 
the Directors and Company Secretary to whom he is answerable. He 
is not a personal lacky available to all and sundry or whoever 
shouts at him loudest. . 

In all matters appertaining to his day-to-day and maintenance 
programme duties responsibility has been delegated by the board 
to Jim Allen with any Director (as available) to back John up in 
Jim's absence. 

In all matters appertaining to his Contract of Employment and 
relationship with his employer he has direct access to the 
Company Secretary at any time of the day or night, with any 
Director as backup. 

We were not handed over a personnel file from Broughton. It is a 
legal requirement that a file be maintained for all employees of 
a . Company. 

Contract of Employment 

The contract of employment has not complied with employment 
legislation ever in existence in the U. K. It is hopelessly 
inadequate and exposes PCL to serious penalty. 

It is the intention of the Directors to bring his Contract of 
Employment up to a standard that complies with current 
legislation or better. 
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With guidance the Directors have drawn up the following: 

A list of functions that could reasonably be expected of a 
caretaker. 

A person specification listing the personal and professional 
skills 

required of any candidate for the post. 

A comparison of the first with the second and a review of what 
is 

required of peL to bring any shortcomings in John's skills up 
to an 

. acceptable standard. 

Having achieved this we have discussed with John what functions 
he actually undertakes and what he believes he needs to fulfil 
his job function. From this discussion we have identified his 
complete lack of tools and equipment. 
We have also identified a number of functions which are 
unsatisfactory to the Directors and which should be desisted with 
immediately. 

Firstly, we recognised that John was battered from pillar to post 
by absolutely everyone. Such routine abuse is a serious breach of 
John's rights as an employee and renders PCL liable to 
considerable damages if John were to take a constructive 
dismissal action against us. 

Henceforward John is not obliged to do anything outside of his 
job description and has direct instruction to refer anyone so 
requiring him to me or any Director. 

We have agreed with him what further training he needs and are 
seeking out appropriate courses for him which will be paid for by 
the Company. 

John now knows what his job is and is growing in his new-found 
security. Please let this continue as we are already benefiting. 

Duties 

Jim Allen has agreed with John his duties and regularity of those 
duties. He is not obliged to sit staring at the CCTV all day and 
night, indeed the contrary is required. His getting out and about 
and being seen has already shown benefit by a decrease in certain 
unsocial activities. 

These duties will be enshrined in his job description in the near 
future. 
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Exclusions 

What surprised the Directors most was all the other functions 
John has taken on over the years and have built to a level that 
seriously interfered with his core function. 

Please take note that John is strictly forbidden to: 

Act as a letting agent for any flats in Pavilion Court. 

Collect or hold rent on behalf of any investor, non-resident 
leaseholder or letting agent. 

Hot to hold keys or give access to or using those keys for any 
purpose other than in an emergency or in furtherance of his core 
duty. 

Hot to discuss with or respond in any way to requests or 
complaints from the Freeholder but to refer all contact from him 
to a Director or the Company Secretary. 

Hot to discuss with anyone the status of any leaseholder or flat. 

Until further notice not to undertake any repairs or maintenance 
within any flat at the request of the resident. This includes in 
his own time. This is moderated only so far as it refers to such 
light but incidental jobs such as changing a lightbulb for an 
elderly or invalid resident. 

Complaints against the Caretaker - Procedures 

This escalation procedure is implemented to protect both you. and 
the caretaker. It does not constitute a solicitation to complain. 
In fact the Directors will certainly come down heavily on anyone 
attempting to make him breach his job description or gaining any 
advantage over him. 

Should you feel you have grounds for complaint against the 
caretaker it should be put in writing to the Directors and posted 
through the Company letterbox or posted to the Company at 
Pavilion Court. 

Please be as precise as you can as to the nature of your 
complaint, identifying witnesses or providing any documentary 
evidence. It may prove necessary to interview you by telephone or 
to face and your telephone number would assist. 

The caretaker will be asked to give his account of the incident 
in writing. 
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A full report will be prepared by the interviewing Director for 
consideration at the next Board Meeting and a written reply made 
to both parties soon thereafter. 

CONCLUSION 

The Directors are striving to ensure you have a very good 1997 
and wish you best wishes and compliments of the season. 

Signed ~y order of the Board 

S phen W qht 
C mpany secretary 
Pavilion Court Limited 
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